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Summary
BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

The software infrastructure market was worth approximately 
$121bn at the end of 2018. Ovum predicts this market will grow at 
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.9% over the period 
2018–23, which will make the market worth an estimated $222bn 
by the end of 2023. This growth is driven by the convergence 
of some key technologies that are shaping the technology 
landscape for the foreseeable future. One of the foundational 
technology challenges is dealing with mass data fragmentation, 
but surprisingly, the market for data protection is only growing at 
a CAGR of 5.6% by 2023, and the difference between the fastest-
growing region (Central and Southern Asia at 9.2%) and the 

slowest region (Spain at 4.1%) is 5.1%. The difference between 
the fastest and slowest market vertical is smaller at 2.4%. These 
forecasts demonstrate that while data protection is a key capability, 
enterprise customers are not looking to replace or significantly 
increase the investment they have already made. However, Ovum’s 
forecast shows the market value of data protection will reach 
$9bn by 2023. Currently, the market is dominated by a few large 
incumbent vendors, but these traditional vendors are slow to adapt 
to the new hybrid cloud market that is beginning to shape the 
buying decisions of customers.
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THE MARKET WILL GROW AT A COMPOUND ANNUAL 
GROWTH RATE (CAGR) OF 12.9% OVER THE PERIOD 
2018–23, WHICH WILL MAKE THE MARKET WORTH AN 
ESTIMATED $222BN BY THE END OF 2023.

CURRENTLY, THE MARKET IS DOMINATED BY A FEW LARGE 
INCUMBENT VENDORS, BUT THESE TRADITIONAL VENDORS 
ARE SLOW TO ADAPT TO THE NEW HYBRID CLOUD MARKET
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OVUM VIEW

The growth in cloud is predicted to reach $190 bn in market value 
by 2021, according to Ovum’s IT Services Market Forecast: Cloud 
Services, 2015–21. But IT departments are still spending more on 
on-premises hardware than they are on public cloud (Ovum’s ICT 
Spending Predictor); for example, the American retail banking market 
(organizations with more than 10,000 employees) on average spends 
7.8% of the IT budget on infrastructure hardware, 2.5% on public cloud 
– infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) – 
and 4.5% on software as a service (SaaS). Deeper analysis of this data 
shows that hybrid cloud is likely to be the area of significant spend by 
enterprise customers as they look to adopt a more diverse definition of 
“cloud.” But this shift in spending indicates that customers assume the 

cloud provides data protection by virtue of its distributed architecture. 
However, the cloud architecture does not replace backup and data 
management practices that customers have developed to protect on-
premises deployments, and as customers continue the cloud journey, 
the capability gaps in the cloud provider’s architecture in terms of 
data protection will become evident. Ovum acknowledges that the 
cloud providers are not trying to replace the comprehensive data 
management, backup, and disaster recovery (DR) capabilities needed 
by enterprise customers, but the data protection features in the cloud 
are often linked to individual services that customers purchase, which 
creates further fragmentation as more data silos are created.

CLOUD IS PREDICTED 
TO REACH $190 BN IN 
MARKET VALUE BY 2021

CLOUD ARCHITECTURE 
DOES NOT REPLACE 
BACKUP AND DATA 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

DATA PROTECTION 
FEATURES IN THE CLOUD 
ARE OFTEN LINKED TO 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICES THAT 
CUSTOMERS PURCHASE
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Backup in a cloud environment must match 
the cloud’s ease of use.

 Exploiting data in the cloud requires more 
efficient data governance and control.

 Efficiently meeting the twin demands of DR 
and long-term data retention in the cloud 
requires a single platform.

KEY MESSAGES
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Backup in a cloud environment must match  
the cloud’s ease of use
DELIVERING A TRULY GLOBAL BACKUP STRATEGY 
BETWEEN CLOUD AND ON-PREMISES NEEDS NATIVE 
INTEGRATION

Compliance and governance is a challenge for the entire organization, 
but in Ovum’s 2018 Cloud Storage survey there is a difference 
between the data visionaries (those who have moved to cloud 
storage) and data resisters (those who remain on-premises-only for 
storage) in terms of the challenges they face. For example, those 
with predominantly on-premises environments believe they do not 
have a problem with data loss. Whereas, Ovum research suggests, 
data loss is a major threat to organizations, and it appears that those 
predominantly on-premises customers do not believe it is an issue. 
The explanation for this lack of awareness in the predominantly on-
premises community is because they lack the overall holistic visibility 
and control that cloud customers have access to. Interestingly, these 
on-premises respondents state “too much data” is their biggest 
obstacle to adopting new cloud storage. This confirms the thinking 

that a lack of visibility across all the data is the main reason why data 
resisters claim the maturity of data protection in the cloud is wildly 
different from the reality experienced by the data visionaries.

The perception of cloud storage is that it will impact the ability of 
an organization to recover data when it needs it, effectively altering 
the recovery time objective (RTO) / recovery point objective (RPO) 
negatively. However, the reality is that those that have switched to 
use cloud storage have seen significant benefits in data protection. 
Many solutions exist that provide the capability to back up from 
on-premises to a cloud location. The challenge is that these 
cloud locations are all different and do not support direct backup 
without some form of gateway technology to perform protocol 
conversion. Simply putting a copy of the backup into a cloud does not 
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automatically make that backup more available or cheaper to store 
than if it is kept on-premises. When the data is needed, the backup 
process must be reversed and it must be rehydrated before it can 
be used. With native integration between the backup software and 
the cloud provider, direct backup to the cloud is possible without the 
need for any intermediate processes or technologies, which means 
the backup can be accessed when needed without any additional 
delay. This native integration also provides a reduction in complexity. 
According to Ovum’s 2019 Cloud Management survey, 27% of 
respondents stated that the need to reduce the cost of providing 
the service was a top-three issue. The survey also found that 46% of 
organizations equate reducing complexity with increasing reliability. 
Another reason why native integration is important is that exploiting 
the cloud economics and cloud agility capabilities requires the 
backup software to be able to work directly with the cloud provider’s 

capabilities. For example, the benefits are reduced cloud-storage 
and data-transfer costs with deduplication and compression, while 
indexing makes it easy to search and find the data. Another key value 
of being natively integrated with the cloud provider when it comes 
to being a backup target is the ability to exploit the different tiers of 
storage, and therefore cost profiles, that the cloud offers. Using When 
policy-based thresholds are used, data can be automatically moved 
between tiers and can use the extra tiers available in the cloud. 
Azure blob storage is one such low-cost storage tier that Cohesity 
can access because of its native integration with Microsoft. Ovum 
considers that an often-underrecognized benefit of native cloud 
integration is the ability to make dev/test data instantly available in 
the cloud to support the DevOps processes using cloud as an agile 
dev/test environment. 
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DATA LOSS IS A MAJOR THREAT TO 
ORGANIZATIONS, AND IT APPEARS 
THAT THOSE PREDOMINANTLY ON-
PREMISES CUSTOMERS DO NOT 
BELIEVE IT IS AN ISSUE

THOSE THAT HAVE 
SWITCHED TO USE CLOUD 
STORAGE HAVE SEEN 
SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS 
IN DATA PROTECTION

27% OF RESPONDENTS 
STATED THAT THE NEED 
TO REDUCE THE COST OF 
PROVIDING THE SERVICE 
WAS A TOP-THREE ISSUE
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PROTECTING SAAS APPLICATIONS IN THE SAME 
PLATFORM AS ON-PREMISES WORKLOADS REDUCES 
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPLEXITY

The SaaS market will be worth approximately $97bn by 2021, 
according to Ovum’s IT Services Market Forecast: Cloud Services, 
2015–21, and represents a significant proportion of an organization’s 
application portfolio. The issue is that protecting these SaaS workloads 
can be a specialist activity requiring specific solutions. However, 
Ovum’s research (2019 Operational Management survey) found that 
80% of organizations expressed a desire to have a single platform that 
could manage all workload types.

One of the biggest misunderstandings about SaaS applications (not 
all, but most) is that the SaaS provider will back up, protect, and secure 
your data. Unfortunately, these aspects of management remain the 
responsibility of the customer: it is your data, so you must back it up 
and protect it. Therefore, working closely with the provider of the SaaS 
service and having a native API integration enables any data protection 
solution to offer additional capabilities. Ovum considers four of these 
capabilities to be worthy of note:

 Retention of data  
The SaaS provider will have a default time for how long 
data is retained, and requiring longer retention times can 
significantly increase the cost of the SaaS application, 
if that is an option. Using an integrated data protection 
solution enables the data to be retained for as long 
as the company requires it, going over and above the 
standard provided by the SaaS provider.

 Data restoration  
The ability to restore user data at a level of granularity 
and simplicity that meets the business need is an 
important capability most SaaS applications do not 
provide. However, just being able to restore an email or 
file is only part of the requirement. It may be that the 
email or file needs to be restored to a different location, 
such as a sandbox, for security reasons, etc.
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�Automated rules  
To make data protection an efficient and effective 
service, IT teams need the ability to apply corporate 
data retention rules and augment these by creating 
automated policies with specific service level agreements 
(SLAs) for common SaaS solutions such as Microsoft Office 
365, Exchange, and OneDrive, etc. The ability to define the 
rules once and then reuse them for all employees enables 
IT to save time and to provide an efficient service for a 
growing number of users. The application of rules must 
match the desired RTO, which ideally is as close to near-
real time as possible.

 Autodiscovery and autoprotect 
These capabilities enable every new user’s mailbox and 
OneDrive folder to be automatically protected at onboarding 
based on the defined SLAs. Another benefit of autodiscovery 
and autoprotect is, since new users are automatically 
onboarded all the time, no one’s data is accidently missed 
from a protection plan. This also eases the burden on IT, 
because otherwise, IT would need to add this data manually. 
Autodiscovery and autoprotect also provide the ability to 
ensure that the IT teams have visibility of the data and 
perform duties required to ensure governance oversight.
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Exploiting data in the cloud requires more 
efficient data governance and control 
UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF DATA BY TURNING “DARK 
DATA” INTO A USABLE RESOURCE

The most common request is the ability to discover the data assets 
organizations have. Ovum’s 2018 Cloud Storage survey found that 
32% put data discovery as the top challenge they are facing. As 
organizations adopt cloud computing, this challenge increases in 
complexity and difficulty with data now distributed over a much wider 
environment. The impact of mass data fragmentation is to create 
more silos of data as users keep data in locations known to them, and 
many keep multiple copies because they have difficulty in refinding the 
data when needed. These actions create the condition termed “dark 
data,” which is corporate data that is not known about widely but that 
may hold significant information that can be turned into new insights 
when combined with other data held by the company.

The key capability needed to discover dark data is managing the 
metadata in a way that enables distributed data assets to be 

identified and classified. One approach to doing this discovery is to 
use the backup data and, in particular, the snapshots. In traditional 
approaches, these snapshots form chains that track the changes 
to the data over time, but using these snapshots to discover data 
becomes more difficult as these chains grow. Cohesity takes a different 
approach: it uses its patented technology, SnapTree. SnapTree creates 
a tree of pointers that reduces the number of hops it takes to retrieve 
blocks of data, regardless of the number of snapshots that have 
been taken. Using this approach, an organization can discover all its 
data assets, and if the data is classified and its metadata stored and 
indexed in a repository, finding the data and retrieving it becomes fast 
and efficient.

The ability to turn dark data to useful insights quickly was the top 
technical benefit that Ovum’s 2018 Cloud Storage survey discovered: 
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the respondents cited adopting new technologies such as artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to drive new business 
insights and opportunities as the top use case. Both data visionaries 

and data resisters reported this as the top technical benefit, with 26% 
of data visionaries and 21% of data resisters placing it as the number 
one benefit.

COHESITY SMARTFILES PROVIDES ENTERPRISE FILE 
SHARING IN THE CLOUD

Ovum’s 2018 Cloud Storage survey found the biggest business benefit 
the data visionaries reported with cloud storage was improvement 
in service quality and availability. Ovum considers that for business 
users availability is critical, because they must be able to access the 
data when it is needed and do so at a speed that matches the priority, 
importance, and needs of the workload.

As organizations move from cloud to on-premises to the edge, their 
data will become even more fragmented and difficult to manage. 
The need to make data available to a wider audience becomes a key 
requirement that business users demand. Achieving this availability 
across all locations – cloud, on-premises, and edge – requires new 
thinking about how data assets are managed. Cohesity has developed 
a data fabric/platform that crosses all environments, but on its own 
a data fabric/platform does not provide all the answers for sharing 
information between environments. Many other vendors have a data 

fabric/platform that spans on-premises and the cloud. The value 
of Cohesity is that it is a single platform that consolidates the on-
premises and cloud silos as well as use-case silos such as backup, DR, 
dev/test, and file/objects. Cohesity provides this capability globally so 
that all data can benefit from global deduplication, visibility, search, 
and management. These capabilities typically require different point 
solutions that increase complexity and cost. However, the ability to 
make the data available for sharing requires four things: first, a file 
system designed for that task; second, deep integration with the cloud 
provider, but one that is also agnostic of storage technologies; third, 
it needs to be based on a single platform; and finally, it must support 
cloud-native and VM-based environments.

Cohesity SmartFiles is a software-defined, data-centric, multiprotocol 
file and object solution designed for enterprise use. SmartFiles as part 
of Cohesity DataPlatform is unlike traditional network-attached storage 
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(NAS) because it is a data-centric, not storage- or infrastructure-centric, 
approach. This means the data and the application are integrated in 
the platform, and it uses ML intelligence to assist data management 
including the management of file storage.

The other key capability needed is that any approach is truly independent, 
with the ability to provide freedom of choice and broad compatibility 
with a range of technologies. Ovum considers that the ability to support 
cloud provider, network file system (NFS), and server message block 
(SMB) means that a technology such as SmartFiles provides an easy on-
ramp to the cloud while fully supporting data availability between and 
across teams in mixed and hybrid environments. The role of the cloud 
provider is important, and without API-level integration, the flexibility 
and automation required by the provider would have to be satisfied with 
cumbersome manual operations.
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Conclusion
PARTNERSHIPS WORK BEST WHEN CUSTOMER NEEDS 
ARE AT THE CENTER OF THEM 

The ability to connect data protection and the cloud together is 
something any customer can achieve using most cloud and software 
solutions available on the market. But the ease of connecting, the 
service levels a customer obtains, and the degree to which this solves 
a problem the customer has depend on more than just two individual 
technologies being used together. To deliver a joint solution that 
has clear benefit for the customer requires a technology partnership 
between the software and the cloud. Any technology partnership 
must consider the question, “What is the customer trying to do, 
and how can we help make that possible? The Microsoft Azure and 
Cohesity partnership puts the customer data at the center of its value 
proposition by making it easy for the data to be moved and made 
available to the people who need to access it. This accessibility also 
helps with the challenge of discovering and making use of the data 
and doing this cost-effectively and securely.
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Appendix
DEFINITION 

Hyper-converged infrastructure
The way that infrastructure spend is distributed has become bifurcated between 
the discrete components such as storage, server, and networking and the 
converged solutions where all the components are contained in a single solution. 
The simplicity of the converged solutions has seen them gain significant traction in 
the market and has also seen the rise of hyperconverged solutions. Ovum defines 
“hyperconverged” as a new breed of infrastructure that is based on a software-
defined approach where the hardware components are commodity grade, and 
these are integrated by the software layer into a scaled-out architecture solution.

AUTHOR 

Roy Illsley
Distinguished Analyst 
Infrastructure Solutions

roy.illsley@ovum.com

OVUM CONSULTING 

Ovum is a market-leading data, research, and consulting business focused on 
helping digital service providers, technology companies, and enterprise decision-
makers thrive in the connected digital economy.

Through our 150 analysts worldwide, we offer expert analysis and strategic insight 
across the IT, telecoms, and media industries.

We create business advantage for our customers by providing actionable insight to 
support business planning, product development, and go-to-market initiatives. Our 
unique combination of authoritative data, market analysis, and vertical industry 
expertise is designed to empower decision-making, helping our clients to profit from 
new technologies and capitalize on evolving business models.

Ovum is part of Informa Tech, a B2B information services business serving the 
technology, media, and telecoms sector. The Informa group is listed on the 
London Stock Exchange. 

We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business 
decisions. If you have further requirements, Ovum’s consulting team may be able to 
help your company identify future trends and opportunities.
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COHESITY

Cohesity ushers in a new era in data management that solves a critical challenge 
facing businesses today: mass data fragmentation. The vast majority of 
enterprise data — backups, archives, file shares, object stores, and data used 
for test/dev and analytics — sits in fragmented infrastructure silos that makes 
it hard to protect, expensive to manage, and difficult to analyze. Cohesity 
consolidates silos onto one web-scale platform, spanning on-premises, cloud, 
and the edge, and uniquely empowers organizations to run apps on that 
platform — making it easier than ever to back up and extract insights from data. 
Cohesity is a 2019 CNBC Disruptor and was named a Technology Pioneer by the 
World Economic Forum. Visit our website and blog, follow us on Twitter and 
LinkedIn and like us on Facebook.

MICROSOFT

Microsoft Corporation is an American multinational corporation headquartered in 
Redmond, Washington, that develops, manufactures, licenses, supports and sells 
computer software, consumer electronics and personal computers and services.  
Microsoft enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an 
intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every organization 
on the planet to achieve more.

About the company 
Stay informed about Microsoft – from 
company facts and news to their 
worldwide locations and more. 
Arrow-circle-right Explore the world of Microsoft 

Who they are 
Get to know some of their people, 
explore engaging stories, and meet 
the leaders who shape their vision. 
Arrow-circle-right Meet the people of Microsoft 

What they value 
See how they utilize technology to 
build platforms and resources to help 
make a lasting positive impact. 
Arrow-circle-right Learn about our values 

Contact Microsoft 
Get in touch. They are there to help. 
Arrow-circle-right Get the support you need

Appendix

COHESITY
T  +44 (800) 0318634 
T  +1 855 926 4374 
E  support@cohesity.com 
W www.cohesity.com

TWITTER-SQUARE Cohesity 
linkedin Cohesity
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The contents of this product are protected by international copyright laws, database rights and other intellectual property rights. The owner of these rights is Informa Telecoms and Media Limited, our affiliates or other third party licensors. All product and company names and logos 
contained within or appearing on this product are the trademarks, service marks or trading names of their respective owners, including Informa Telecoms and Media Limited. This product may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or transmitted in any form or by any means without 
the prior permission of Informa Telecoms and Media Limited. Whilst reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information and content of this product was correct as at the date of first publication, neither Informa Telecoms and Media Limited nor any person engaged or 
employed by Informa Telecoms and Media Limited accepts any liability for any errors, omissions or other inaccuracies. Readers should independently verify any facts and figures as no liability can be accepted in this regard – readers assume full responsibility and risk accordingly for their 
use of such information and content. Any views and/or opinions expressed in this product by individual authors or contributors are their personal views and/or opinions and do not necessarily reflect the views and/or opinions of Informa Telecoms and Media Limited.  
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